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24Aiming at the lower consensus and the urgency of large group emergency decision making, a dynamical
25consensus method based on an exit–delegation mechanism is proposed and investigated. Firstly, the
26method is initiated by transferring a large group into small groups via the preference clustering method.
27Then, the consistency and consensus measures are calculated and two different criteria are used to guide
28the consensus reaching process. In addition, considering the urgency of emergency decision making, an
29exit–delegation mechanism is introduced to deal with clusters. When the consistency/consensus level is
30low, the proximity index of each cluster is computed. For the cluster whose proximity degree is lower
31than the threshold, it is advised to exit the decision-making process and a delegation mechanism is
32employed to reserve his influence by giving trust weights to other clusters. Meantime, a feedback mech-
33anism is developed to give advice to clusters whose preferences should be subject to change, and to
34obtain a solution which satisfies the consistency and consensus criteria simultaneously. Finally, a case
35is taken to verify the rationality and feasibility of the method.
36� 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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40 1. Introduction

41 Recent years witnessed the frequent occurrence of many
42 unconventional emergency events, such as earthquake and hurri-
43 cane, which tend to trigger a series of unexpected catastrophic
44 consequences [1]. When such devastating emergencies occur,
45 emergency decision can play a crucial role in mitigating their
46 potential effects. Usually, an emergency decision has two distinct
47 features. First, an emergency decision must often be made in a
48 short period of time. Second, these decisions may potentially give
49 rise to serious effects. In many cases, a wrong decision may even
50 result in fatal consequences [2]. Thus, it is of vital importance to
51 make a correct decision to handle emergency events within the
52 shortest period of time. Previously, plenty of studies have been
53 conducted on emergency decision making [1–6].
54 In the process of emergency decision making, due to the com-
55 plexity of emergency events themselves and their personal factors,
56 decision-making experts often find it hard to give order value or
57 utility value to alternatives directly, but feel a relatively easier
58 job to make judgments on the merits of alternatives by intercom-
59 parison. Thus, during emergency decision making, experts can give
60 their evaluation on alternatives through preference relations,

61aggregate individual preference relation into collective preference
62relation and finally select or rank alternatives according to the
63collective preference relation. There are three commonly used
64preference relations: fuzzy preference relations [7–19], multiplica-
65tive preference relations [20–22] and linguistic preference rela-
66tions [18,23–31]. Among the three preference relations
67mentioned above, fuzzy preference relations is most widely used
68because of its utility and ease of use. Therefore, in this paper, the
69fuzzy preference relations will be adopted to represent the prefer-
70ences of decision-making experts.
71As emergency decision making usually has three constraints:
72timeliness, finiteness of information and decision load [1], more
73experts are required to participate in the decision-making process.
74When the number of experts involved outnumbers 11, it is defined
75as a large decision-making group [32]. Generally speaking,
76decision-making experts vary in knowledge structure,
77self-interest and growth background, thus the emergence of pref-
78erence conflict is inevitable. In order to ensure the effectiveness
79of emergency decision making, it is imperative to construct a con-
80sensus process to reduce and remove preference conflict prior to
81decision making; otherwise, it may further worsen the damage
82caused by emergency events.
83Currently, plenty of methods can be found in previous litera-
84tures to model the consensus process during group
85decision-making [14,23–26,28,33–40]. These methods identify
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86 preference values given by experts that contribute less to reaching
87 a high consensus state, and then provide them with particular pref-
88 erence values to reach a higher consensus state. The above meth-
89 ods, however, are aimed at the conventional decision making.
90 Compared with the conventional one, emergency decision making
91 is characterized by more experts involved that result in a lower
92 consensus degree, and short decision-making time that prevent
93 the consensus process from costing too much time. So it is neces-
94 sary to put forward a new method to solve these two issues. Perez
95 et al. [41,42] proposed a new consensus approach to establish a
96 dynamic decision framework by allowing the change of the alter-
97 natives that constitute the set of solution alternatives; Alonso et
98 al. [43] put forward a delegation method to solve the dynamic of
99 Wikipedia users in the decision-making process. Inspired by these

100 literatures, we proposed to advice the expert who contribute the
101 least to reaching a high consensus state to exit the
102 decision-making process, and to reserve his/her influence through
103 the delegation mechanism.
104 In accordance with the lower consensus among experts and the
105 urgency of emergency events, a dynamical consensus method is
106 proposed in this paper. Firstly, experts are clustered by preference
107 and each cluster produced is considered as a decision unit. Then,
108 for the cluster whose proximity degree with collective preference
109 relation is lower than the consensus threshold under some circum-
110 stances, it is advised to exit the decision-making process, wherein a
111 delegation mechanism is proposed to reserve his influence. At the
112 same time, a feedback mechanism is brought up to increase the
113 consensus level by advising some clusters to change their prefer-
114 ence relations. Thus, the consensus degree will be increased in a
115 shortest period of time through the dynamical consensus method.
116 At the same time, these consensus methods have considered
117 not only consensus measures, but also consistency measures
118 [14,20,28,36,44]. Obviously, consistent information is more appro-
119 priate or important than that containing contradictions. If we
120 secure consensus first and then consistency, consensus would be
121 destroyed for the sake of individual consistency and the final solu-
122 tion obtained might not be acceptable to decision-making experts
123 [36,44]. Clearly, it is preferable that the set of experts should reach
124 a high individual consistency level and group consensus before the
125 application of the selection process. Therefore, the consensus
126 method presented in this paper considers both consistency and
127 consensus measures simultaneously.
128 This paper is set out as follows. Section 2 deals with the prelim-
129 inaries necessary to develop the consensus method. In Section 3,
130 the dynamical consensus method for large group emergency deci-
131 sion making is presented. Section 4 introduces the system con-
132 struction to apply the method proposed in this paper to practice.
133 Section 5 incites an example to illustrate the application of the
134 consensus method. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

135 2. Preliminaries

136 In this section, the tools necessary to design the consensus
137 method will be briefly presented, that is, the concept of fuzzy pref-
138 erence relation, the preference clustering method for large-group
139 members and consistency measures.

140 2.1. Fuzzy preference relation

141 In the process of large group emergency decision making, let set
142 X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xngðn P 2Þ represent the alternatives and
143 E ¼ fe1; e2; . . . ; emgðm P 11Þ the decision-making expert group.
144 Experts evaluate each alternatives and give their corresponding
145 fuzzy preference relations.

146Definition 2.1. The fuzzy preference relation P on a set of
147alternatives X is a fuzzy set on the product set X � X, characterized
148by a membership function lp : X � X ! ½0;1�.

149When the cardinality of X is small, the preference relation can
150be conveniently represented by the n� n matrix P ¼ ðpijÞ, in which

151pij ¼ lpðxi; xjÞ ð8i; j 2 f1;2; . . . ;ng) is interpreted as the preference

152degree of alternative xi over xj. pij ¼ 0:5 indicates the indifference
153between xi and xjðxi � xjÞ, pij ¼ 1 indicates that xi is absolutely pre-
154ferred to xj, and pij > 0:5 indicates that xi is preferred to xjðxi � xjÞ.
155Based on the above interpretation, pii ¼ 0:5 can be obtained.
156Meanwhile, the preference relation is assumed as complementary,
157that is, pij þ pji ¼ 1, verifying i; j 2 f1;2; . . . ;ng.

1582.2. Preference clustering method for large-group members

159Emergency decision making often involves a large group. Thus,
160in order to simplify the decision-making process, experts are clus-
161tered first by preference to transform into small-group decision
162making. Firstly, the fuzzy preference relations Pn�n is transformed
163into n2 dimensional preference vector V. Then, experts are clus-
164tered into K clusters (1 6 K 6 m) by means of preference clustering
165method [45]. The specific steps are as below:

166Step 1: Transform the fuzzy preference relations Pn�n of all experts
167into n2 dimensional preference vector V and construct a
168preference set U comprising all preference vectors. Then,
169all the vectors of the set U are sorted randomly and signed
170with 1 � m. Meanwhile, let T be a temporary set.
171Step 2: Initialize k ¼ 1 as the number of clusters and i ¼ 1 as the
172sequence number of vector. Also, the threshold c is deter-
173mined according to practical situation.
174Step 3: Select the preference vector Vi sequentially from the set U

175and allocate them to the cluster Ck. And then remove the
176vector from the set U and let the number of members in
177cluster Ck be nk ¼ 1.
178Step 4: Linearly combine preference vectors in the cluster Ck to
179obtain Y, which is as follows:
180

Y ¼
Pnk

i¼1 Vi

nk
: ð1Þ

182182

183Step 5: Select the preference vector Vi ði ¼ iþ 1Þ sequentially from
184the set U if U is not null; otherwise, go to Step 7.
185Step 6: Compute the gather degree of Y and Vi

186

riðY;ViÞ ¼ Y � ðViÞ
T

jjY jj � jjVijj
: ð2Þ

188188

189Allocate the preference vector Vi to the cluster Ck, remove it
190from the set U and let nk ¼ nk þ 1 if riðY;ViÞP c; otherwise,
191remove it from the set U and allocate it to the temporary
192set T. Then go to Step 4.
193Step 7: If T is not null, let U ¼ T , T ¼ NULL and k ¼ kþ 1 respec-
194tively and go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 8.
195Step 8: Record the results of clustering. Let K be the number of
196clusters in the group, nk the number of members in cluster

197Ck ðk ¼ 1;2; . . . KÞ and
PK

k¼1 nk ¼ m.
198

199The clustering criterion is the gather degree between two vec-
200tors. The threshold c should be identified before clustering, which
201is used to determine whether the preference vector Vi of the deci-
202sion member ei can enter the cluster Ck or not. A smaller value of
203the threshold c makes it easier for the preference vector Vi of the
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